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Abstract

We discuss the design of an e-textile shirt with an interactive Lumalive display featuring a touch-controlled image browser. To determine where to place touch sensors, we investigated which areas of the Lumalive shirt users would be comfortable touching or being touched. We did so by measuring how often participants would opt out of touches. Results show significant differences in opt-outs between touch zones on the front of the shirt. For both touchers and touchees, opt-outs occurred mostly in the upper chest touch zone. We also found significant differences in comfort ratings between touch zones on the front as well as on the back of the shirt. On the front, the upper chest and lower abdominal zones were the least comfortable touch zones. We found no gender effects on overall comfort ratings, suggesting the upper chest area was equally uncomfortable to males as it was to females. Interestingly, touching some areas rated as most uncomfortable produced a significantly greater calming effect on heart rate. Findings suggest participants were less comfortable with touches on the upper chest, the lower abdomen, and the lower back. We conclude that the most appropriate areas for touch sensors on a shirt are on the arms and shoulders, as well as on the upper back. Based on these findings, we created an interactive shirt for a proximity-based game of tag using Lumalive e-textile displays. This custom shirt features touch sensors located on the shoulder and lower arm regions of the shirt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

With the advent of new, flexible display materials such as Flexible Organic Light Emitting Diodes (FOLEDs), Flexible E-Ink, and Flexible Light Emitting Diode (LED) displays comes a renewed interest in examining new form factors for computer systems. These new materials make possible displays in shapes that allow integration of user interfaces into everyday objects that are not limited to flat, rectangular, or rigid shapes. Many of these display technologies have proved elusive, mostly due to their brittle nature. However, Philips Lumalive technology [5] is one flexible display technology that has made it to market. This display consists of a 14 x 14 pixel matrix of multicolored LEDs woven into a flexible fabric, with padding resembling a lightweight white pillow (see Figure 1.1).

Lumalive displays were designed specifically to be worn on the body, under a shirt. This shirt features Velcro strips that allow the Lumalive to be mounted on the lower abdomen or lower back of the wearer. When worn, the display emits light through the shirt’s surface, providing one of the first flexible, electronic display
surfaces for garments that is of sufficient quality to show images, logos, text, and animations. Philips’ current product is aimed squarely at advertising markets, with its primary use by models for displaying promotional materials. As such, the current Lumalive implementation is not designed as an interactive computer. Images need to be uploaded via USB onto a small battery-powered controller that is worn in the belt of the t-shirt. However, interactive Lumalive garments would have great potential for a wearable interactive medium with an inherently social look and feel, providing an opportunity as a platform for lightweight socio-cultural messaging in public environments. Such interactive shirts would need to feature some form of input.
1.2 Motivation

Our motivation for placing touch sensors directly on garments is two-fold: to provide wearers and the public with the ability to directly manipulate content on the display without the need for a hand-held device, and, perhaps, to encourage touch as a means of social engagement with each other.

1.3 Objective

In this thesis, we focus on the question whether such input could be placed on the shirt itself in the form of touch sensors, and if so, what areas might be suitable.

We present the implementation of a Lumalive shirt with interactive touch sensors for browsing images, and discuss the results of an experiment designed to evaluate the social appropriateness of sensor placements. In our experiment, we asked half of our participants to wear an interactive Lumalive shirt with 24 touch sensors, placed in locations shown in Figure 1.2. The other half of the participants were strangers that were asked to touch the sensors on the shirt in order to find an image on the Lumalive display. Our main dependent variable was how often participants would opt-out of this task.

1.4 Contribution to Human Computer Interaction

This thesis contributes to the field of human computer interaction and social touch in many ways. In past social touch experiments, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire in order to evaluate which areas they would and would not like to be touched. This thesis, we believe, is one of the first in the area of social
touch to evaluate whether participants would and would not like to be touched by having the participants actually perform physical touch tasks on each other. From a technical perspective, this research is one of the first to evaluate interactive high resolution textile displays. By integrating the touch with the display, we believe to have increased the ecological validity of the experiment over simply embedding touch sensors to reflect the usability of future touch sensitive displays on shirts; it gave participants a functional reason to touch each other. In this regard, we believe that evaluating a sensor with feedback (as shown on the high resolution e-textile display) is fundamentally different from evaluating a sensor without feedback (as done in past human computer interaction and social touch research). Furthermore, when human computer interaction moves into embedded systems, and fashion garments, the location of touch sensors is an important factor to consider when creating these new interactive systems.
1.5 My Contribution to this Thesis

This section provides a clear delineation of the tasks that myself and others were involved in for the completion of this thesis. A couple of lab members were involved in the hardware creation of both the shirts used in the study (described in Chapter 4) and the shirts used in TagURIt (described in Chapter 8). Specifically, Andreas Hollatz designed, engineered, and built the hardware used in interfacing the lumalive control unit with the touch sensors on the interactive Lumalive T-shirts. He built and engineered the linear solenoid to execute a series of pulses to physically depress the buttons on the lumalive control unit open receiving a signal from the capacitive touch sensors. An Arduino microcontroller was used to interface between the capacitive touch sensors and the linear solenoid. While Andreas coded the first version of the Arduino code, I modified the code to create an updated version that was used in the experiment.

My contribution to this thesis includes the background literature review presented in Chapter 2, the design, recruitment of participants, and execution of the experiment (presented in Chapter 5). I also submitted and received ethics clearance for the execution of the experiment. Regarding the hardware, I designed, engineered, and created the interactive t-shirts used in the experiment (by hand-sewing conductive fabric and thread to the shirts and interfacing them with the capacitive touch sensors). I also programmed the lumalive unit to display the graphics that I created for the study. Furthermore, I developed and coded the software used to track and record the heart rate values that were obtained from the participants in the experiment. With the help of my supervisor, I ran the statistical analysis of the data obtained from the study (Chapter 6), wrote the discussion (Chapter 7), and wrote the conclusions
(Chapter 9).

For TagURIt, I designed and engineered the TagURIt system (Chapter 8), including coding the Lilypad Arudino to interface the capacitive touch sensors with the touch sensors on the shirt. This, along with a couple of shirts with hand-sewn conductive fabric patches (for the touch sensors) and conductive thread (as the circuitry), were part of the first prototype for the TagURIt system. A second and more refined prototype of TagURIt was created for the demonstration that was given at the 2011 ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI). For this second prototype, I designed and engineered the system, while Kibum Kim built the it. Additionally, I created the animations that were displayed on the lumalive display for the TagURIt system. I designed the demonstration setup and logistics while Kibum Kim ran the demonstration at CHI.

1.6 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is presented in nine chapters. The first chapter introduces the topic of wearable computing (with a flexible display) and reveals the motivation behind creating a shirt with interactive touch sensors. This chapter also introduces the objective of placing touch sensors on a shirt and what areas are most suitable on the upper body for the placement of these sensors. Finally, this chapter discusses the contribution that this thesis work has made in the human-computer interaction field.

The second chapter provides an overview of the related work that has been done in the area of fabric computing, e-textile displays, social touch experiments, and heart rate changes in response to touch.
The third chapter provides the rationale behind design decisions made in constructing the interactive Lumalive shirt. This chapter also provides scenarios of when and how the interactive Lumalive shirt may be used in social and public settings. The third chapter states the hypothesis of our work.

The fourth chapter introduces the interactive lumalive shirt in detail. This chapter discusses the hardware implementation of the interactive Lumalive shirt and the hardware that was used to measure heart rate during the experiment. An overview of the software implementation for detecting and logging the heart rate values is also provided.

The fifth chapter provides details about the experimental evaluation. The task, experimental design, procedure, participant recruitment, and measurements for the experiment are presented in this chapter. The results are stated in the sixth chapter and a discussion of these results is presented in the seventh chapter.

As an extension to this thesis work, the eighth chapter presents an application for interactive e-textile displays. This application, called TagURIt, is an electronic game of tag that uses proximity sensing and Lumalive displays on garments.

The ninth, and final chapter discusses future work in this area and a provides a conclusion.
Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Fabric Computing and E-Textile Displays

With the emergence of pop culture in the early 50s, T-shirts became popular as a medium for public expression. Companies like Tropix Togs printed t-shirts with Disney characters and slogans for presidential campaigns as early as 1948 [42]. From the 1960s to the 1980s, t-shirts flourished as a mass medium for cultural expression. In the mid-90s, custom manufacturing of personal t-shirt designs emerged, allowing shirts to become a highly personalized medium. We can regard the development of high-resolution e-textile displays as an extension of this phenomenon.

Researchers first began to investigate the augmentation of garments with electronics in the mid-90s. Zimmerman [47] developed a wireless communications system, PAN (Personal Area Networks), which allowed for electronic devices located on or near the human body to exchange digital information through near-field electrostatic coupling. Orth et al. [35] stated that fabric is soft to touch, strong, and flexible allowing for the creation of computing devices that are both malleable and durable. They argued that for computers to really move off the desktop, it was necessary to
change their form factor into materials that are more readily wearable, and more integrated into the everyday experiences of users. Their Fabric Computing Devices featured an embroidered keypad made of conducting metallic fabric, which could be worn on a shirt and used as a touch input device. MIT’s first Wearable Computing Fashion show in the late 90s featured a musical jacket with integrated sensors that allowed users to create sounds on a MIDI synthesizer when touched. More recently, Holleis et al. [24] explored the usability and applicability issues surrounding capacitive touch input on clothing. They created several prototypes of wearable accessories and clothing, including a phone bag, helmet, glove, and apron, that used capacitive touch sensors to allow users to interact with these systems. Karrer et al. [27] also recently explored a textile user interface for eyes-free continuous input on garments using pinching and rolling gestures. A user can pinch or roll a piece of cloth on a garment between his/her fingers to interact with that smart garment (see Figure 2.1). Depending on the amount of cloth that is pinched or rolled, the user can control the amount of input in a natural way. The pinstripe input element is made of fields of parallel conductive lines sewn onto the fabric.

Figure 2.1: A user pinching his shirt to illustrate the pinstripe interface [27]
2.2 Fabric Displays

Advances were also made on the display side, but most of the early developments focused on integrating input into wearable fabrics. Dunne and Gaver’s The Pillow [19] is an example display from this period, an art project that challenged viewers to consider invasion by electronic information provided through a regular LCD display sewn into a pillow.

More recently, Berzowska [11] developed a display material called Electric Plaid that allowed for a more high-resolution and flexible fabric display. It used conductive yarns that, when heated, changed the color of thermo-chromic ink sewn onto a fabric. While this process is slow when compared to the refresh rate of computer displays, it did allow for preset high-resolution patterns to appear and be altered on a garment on the fly.

Since then, there has been considerable interest by researchers and fashion designers in embedding various display technologies into fabrics of various kinds [9][12]. However, without the capacity to show high-resolution bitmapped images, the emphasis on functionality of such displays has been on their use as ambient devices. For example, two-time British designer of the year, Hussein Chalayan, designed a collection of computer-controlled morphing dresses for his summer/spring 2007 fashion show in Paris (see Figure 2.2) [1]. Similarly, in the fashion industry, Rosella and Genz constructed the world’s largest wearable display; they designed a dress (the Galaxy Dress) with 24000 full color LEDs [2].

As e-textiles are becoming more popular, do-it-yourself electronic craft kits are now available on the consumer market. For example, Buechley et al. [15] created the LilyPad Arduino, a fabric-based construction kit that allows novices to design and
2.2. FABRIC DISPLAYS

Figure 2.2: Chalayan’s morphing dress from his Spring/Summer 2007 One Hundred and Eleven Runway [1]

Figure 2.3: Lilypad Arduino [15] (a), i*Catch main board [34] (b), TeeBoard circuitry [33] (c)

construct e-textiles. The Lilypad consists of a fabric-mounted (Arduino) microcontroller (see Figure 2.3a), sensors, actuators, a stitch-able battery holder, insulating fabric paint, and conductive thread. While the Lilypad Arduino requires sewing with
2.3. **THE BODY DISPLAY**

An important design consideration for e-textile displays worn on garments is placement on the body. Placement generally interacts with the functionality of the design: when aimed at communicating lightweight information, or when used to enhance a garment in some way, display placement is governed by poetic, aesthetic or playful aspects [10] [11] [13]. When integrating a high-resolution interactive bitmapped display into a garment, accessibility for input becomes of primary concern. One important variable determining the suitability of a touch zone for sensor placement is whether or not users would be willing to touch or be touched in that location. Additionally, dynamic wearability, defined as the interaction between the human body...
and the wearable object while the human body is in motion, should be considered when designing wearable computers [21]. According to Gemperle et al., the general areas in the upper human torso that are the most unobtrusive for wearable objects are: the collar area, the rear of the upper arm, forearm, rear ribcage, side ribcage, and front ribcage.

There is a considerable body of literature in affective computing that explores bodily touch for the purposes of input, e.g., for sensing emotions or body states through physiological sensors deployed inside clothing [9] [38]. Andersen [9], for example, explored the augmentation of regular clothing elements with light and acceleration sensors, studying their use by children during play, while Schiphorst explored hugging as a means to relay and engage with intimate social information, through garments augmented with various sensors [40]. Furthermore, Philips created a dress that contains biometric sensors that pick up the wearer’s emotions [7] (see Figure 2.4). This dress is constructed with two layers: the top layer monitors physiological changes associated with the wearer’s feelings (such as stress, arousal, and fear) through sensors that detect temperature and sweat levels; the second layer generates light that changes the pattern and the color of the dress to reflect the wearer’s emotions.

2.4 Social Touch Experiments

When considering bodily touch sensors as input devices, it is also important to consider the psychology of social touch, of which Thayer [44] provides a good overview. Harlow’s [23] work, for example, on maternal touch deprivation in infant rhesus monkeys, demonstrated the importance of touch as a basic need. Additionally, Pattison [36] showed that brief and light touches on the arm could cause a patient to feel more
comfortable. Yet, according to Sussman and Rosenfeld [43], unsolicited touch by a stranger is all too often experienced as offensive, intrusive, or threatening in our everyday lives. According to Remland and Jones [39], this is particularly true in non-contact Western cultures, e.g., the North American culture.

In a classic experiment on social touch, Jourard [26] mapped out the body into 24 areas. Figure 1.2 shows a modified version of the upper torso part of his body accessibility map, identifying 24 regions for exploring placement of touch sensors. When participants were asked how comfortable they would feel being touched in one of these areas across the body, results were strikingly different between the sexes, and between sexes of partners. Almost all males and females reported being touched by same sex friends on the hands, with females reporting a large percentage of touch on the lower arms as well. 51%-76% of males reported being touched on the arms and shoulder region, but only 26%-50% reported touches on the chest and stomach areas. Females, by contrast, reported touches on shoulders and upper arms, but not the
rest of the body. 43-74% reported touches on the upper back by a same-sex friend. Results were markedly different for opposite-sex friends, with both sexes reporting a higher incidence of touch all over the body.

Jourard’s study did not involve touches by strangers, and did not involve actual touches, but we can extrapolate his results to mean that areas suitable for display to the public may not be suitable for touches by others. More recently, Haans et al. [22] conducted a study that investigated whether gender differences found in same and opposite sex social touch interactions were also present in mediated situations. In this study, participants were led to believe that a male or female stranger was remotely touching them; the participant wore a vest augmented with vibrotactile actuators that stimulated different body locations. They found that there was no significant difference between male and female participants (those receiving the remote touches) nor a significant effect of the interaction partners gender (those providing the remote touches). While our experiment is similar to Haans et al.’s study, their work did not actually involve direct physical interactions between participants. This is true for most, if not all, of the studies on social touch: studies relied on participants imagining touching or being touched.

2.5 Heart Rate Response to Touch

As early as the 1960s, emotional responses to physical proximity of individuals have been studied. McBride et al. [32] found that people experience physiological arousal and anxiety when people are at close interaction distances from one another. However, according to Wilhelm et al. [46], appropriate touch within a socio-cultural context can be calming and reduce heart rates, while inappropriate touch can be
anxiety provoking and can increase heart rates. Drescher et al. [18] also showed that dramatic physiological and behavioral changes can be attributed to tactile stimulation within a social context. They found that healthy human subjects respond to being touched by another person with a heart rate deceleration when the subject’s wrist was touched. In their study, they used electrodes placed directly on a subject’s body. Heart rate was computed for each of the five 30-second experimental periods (experimenter absent before touching, experimenter present before touching, touching, experimenter present after touching, and experimenter absent after touching). We followed a similar procedure for our experiment.

2.6 Summary

We have presented an overview of the related work in the historical background of fabric computing and e-textile displays, and the technology behind e-textile displays. Additionally, we have also presented work done in the area of social touch relating to the response of heart rate to touch, and the emotional responses to social touch. This overview of related work sets the context for further discussion of the design rationale for our interactive Lumalive system and the experimental evaluation.
Chapter 3

Design Rationale

3.1 Scenarios

To envision situations in which people would touch each other’s garments, we propose the following scenarios:

3.1.1 Gaming

Interactive e-textile displays can augment various games involving human participants. For example, an interactive shirt can be used in a game of human pacman (similar to Cheok et al.’s gaming system [16]) in which players wear shirts that display their status and role in the game; if a player is an enemy, a red ghost can be displayed on the shirt and as time passes by, if the player is not yet captured by the pacman player (who is wearing a display with a pacman character), the character on the enemy’s shirt can change from a red ghost to a blue ghost. In order for the pacman player to capture the red ghost player, he/she would need to physically press on a touch sensor located on the enemy’s shirt. This example is one of many examples that illustrate how interactive computer clothing can enhance a game. Other examples of
games that can involve interactive computing garments involve the game of tag (see Chapter 8 for a proximity-based game of tag involving an interactive Lumalive shirt), paintball, or laser tag.

### 3.1.2 Social Networking

In a social setting, such as a coffee shop or a conference, a individual may approach another individual and touch his/her shirt to display information regarding the shirt wearer. One possible situation is at a conference – Justin may tap on Tim’s shoulder to display information regarding which academic institution Tim is from and his area of research. Another possible situation involves displaying badges that are earned in the social network, Foursquare. Foursquare is a location-based social network in which users check in at venues using a mobile device; when a user checks into a venue such as a retail store, coffee shop, or restaurant, he/she is awarded points and badges [3]. In this scenario, Marty meets Tre at a local coffee shop; he approaches Tre and he taps on a touch sensor on Tre’s shirt to browse through the badges that Tre has earned for checking into the cafe.

### 3.1.3 Medicine

An interactive medical shirt is an example of the application of an interactive garment that may be used by individuals of different ages. A baby, for example, may wear a jumper that displays his/her vitals (temperature, oxygen level, heart rate, etc) and a caregiver may interact with this dynamic information by pressing on touch sensors located on the jumper. Similarly, a hospital patient may wear an interactive medical shirt that displays his/her vital signs (e.g. electrocardiography) and a medical
professional may be able to access this information by touching on an area of the shirt.

3.1.4 Navigation

An example of the use of a interactive touch shirt used in navigation would be in a scenario involving two friends. If two friends are lost, one can open up a google map app on his/her friend’s interactive shirt. Using gestures and pressing on touch sensors, he/she can interact with the dynamic map displayed on the shirt while the shirt changes color to indicate how close they are to their target location.

3.2 Experimental Design

Our study was designed to determine the social appropriateness of touch sensor placement on our interactive shirt by measuring the effect of touch sensor location on opt-outs and comfort levels of both wearers and touchers. For the purposes of our study, the term toucher refers to the person performing the touching while the term touchee refers to the person receiving the touches, i.e., wearing the shirt. Touchers were asked to touch each one of 24 touch zones on the shirt (see Figure 3.1). These touch zones were placed in locations similar to Jourard’s body map [26].

3.2.1 Hypotheses

Based on Jourard’s findings [26], we expected to find significant differences between touch zones in both opt-outs and comfort ratings. Due to its private location, we only expected opt-outs for the upper chest area. We expected the upper chest and lower front abdominal zones to have lower comfort ratings than other frontal touch zones. We did not expect to find differences between touchers and touchees in opt-outs or
comfort ratings. We did expect to find gender differences in the number of opt-outs, with more opt-outs for females touchees. We did not expect to find any differences between locations for opt-outs or comfort ratings on the back of the shirt. For heart rate, available literature suggests that social touch lowers heart rate. However, it was not clear if less comfortable touch areas would produce lower heart rates than more comfortable touch areas. We therefore used a single planned two-tailed comparison stating that heart rate between areas with highest and lowest comfort ratings on the front would be different.
Chapter 4

An Interactive Lumalive T-Shirt

4.1 Apparatus: An Interactive T-Shirt

This section introduces our apparatus which is based on the design rationale of the previous section. Our design takes into consideration past related research in social touch and interactive e-textile displays. This chapter also outlines the specific implementation details of the interactive Lumalive t-Shirt apparatus.

4.2 Hardware Implementation

To evaluate the social appropriateness of touch sensor placement on e-textile garments, we designed an interactive version of the Lumalive display for participants of our study. We created two shirts that were used in the study – one in a uni-sex size medium, and the other in a uni-sex size large. This allowed us to accommodate for participants of all sizes.

Our Lumalive garment has 24 sensors; these sensors were made of conductive pure copper polyester taffeta fabric wired with conductive thread into two circuits (see Figure 4.1): one circuit for the left side of the body, and one circuit for the right
Each circuit was connected to a Phidget capacitive touch sensor [4] that was linked to an Arduino controller (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). The Arduino was programmed to execute a pulse to a linear solenoid actuator upon receiving a signal from one of the capacitive touch sensors. This actuated buttons directly on a Lumalive controller unit. All of the conductive thread was insulated using fabric paint and vinyl tape.

Two locations on an undershirt, one on the front upper abdomen, and one on the lower back, featured Velcro attachments for the Lumalive display. The Lumalive was physically connected to the controller unit. Given the limitations on interactivity of the Lumalive display, we chose to create a simple image browser application for the
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Figure 4.2: Arduino, Lumalive touch controller, and Phidgets setup

shirt. It allowed users to browse through a pre-selected set of images on the Lumalive display. We expect future Lumalive versions to have the capacity to upload images wirelessly or on the fly, allowing for more elaborate interactive applications.

4.2.1 Heart Rate Measurement

Given prior work, we decided to measure the heart rate of the touchee. Similar to Wilhelm et al. [46], we collected heart rate data of the touchee before touching occurred, during the touch, and after the touch was completed. We measured heart rate using a Polar chest strap [6] heart rate monitor worn in direct contact with the touchee’s skin (see Figure 4.4a).
4.2. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

This sensor transmitted the data to a Polar Heart Rate Monitor Interface (HRMI) circuit board (see Figure 4.4b). This heart rate equipment was chosen to allow for a custom program to log the heart rate data with time and text markers (indicating when the touching started and ended). The custom logging program was written using Processing 1.0 (see Figure 4.5). The software allowed the heart rate values to be displayed on the screen and written to a text file.

Figure 4.3: Arduino and Lumalive touch controller (in the box), Lumalive Display, and Phidgets

4.2.2 Heart Rate Logging Interface
4.2. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 4.4: Heart Rate Strap [6] (a) and Interface Board [8] (b)

Figure 4.5: Heart Rate Logging Interface
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Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Task

As an experimental task, we devised a simple image browsing task. At the beginning of each trial, the experimenter showed a target image to the toucher on a flash card (see Figure 5.1b). Another flash card indicated the zone to be touched (see Figure 5.1a). The toucher then proceeded to tap on the touch sensor in the correct zone until the target image appeared on the Lumalive display, after which the trial was complete. Upon completion, both the touchee and toucher were asked to fill out a questionnaire to rate their comfort levels relating to this zone. The same procedure was repeated for all 24 touch zones on the shirt.

5.2 Experimental Design

We used a mixed design in which we had two mutually exclusive roles for participants, the touchees and touchers, to limit the total amount of time spent by participants on all tasks. Touchees performed the experiment twice; once in a same-sex pairing and once in an opposite-sex pairing. While touchees were required to participate
in two sessions, touchers were only required to participate in one session. We had two between-subject variables: the participant’s role (toucher or touchee), and the participant’s gender. Our within-subjects variable was the touch zone location. This factor was in turn separated into three components: front or back location, left or right location, and specific zone location, for a total 12 zones on the front (6 zones on the left, 6 on the right), and 12 on the back of the shirt (6 on the left, 6 on the right). We counter-balanced for gender order (males touching females, males touching males, females touching females, and females touching males) using a Latin square. We also counter-balanced the order in which front and back touch zones were presented, and randomized the order of the touch zone location presentation.

5.3 Procedure

The touchee was first instructed to put on the heart rate chest strap in a private room with a lock. Afterwards, the touchee was instructed to put on the special
5.4. PARTICIPANTS

Lumalive undergarment, after which the display was attached by the experimenter. Participants were then fitted with a shirt with the touch sensors. Following this, the experimenter explained the task and how to operate the touch zones. The touchers were instructed to use an even pressure with their index, middle, and ring finger to press on the touch zones. They were also instructed to use whichever hand they felt was most natural to touch the sensors.

5.4 Participants

19 females and 17 males (aged 18-30) participated in the study. Among the 36 subjects, there were 12 pairings. Each session of the experiment involved 3 participants: 1 touchee and 2 touchers; the first half of the experiment involved a toucher performing the task on the touchee and the second half involved a new toucher performing the task on the same touchee. This procedure, which was designed to minimize participation time and setup time, resulted in more females participating in the experiment than males. All the participants were recruited through email notices and through posters displayed around a university campus. They all signed consent forms and received $10 in compensation irrespective of whether they opted out of any trials.

5.5 Opting Out

Before each trial, the experimenter informed the touchee and the toucher that they had the option to opt-out of the trial. A standard script was used to convey this message to the participants at every task to maintain consistency and to prevent the experimenter from influencing whether or not the participants would opt-out of any tasks.
The standard script used is as follows:

**Experimenter to Toucher** - One thing that is very important to know is that if you have any hesitation to perform the task, you don’t need to perform the task and you don’t need to touch. All you have to say is pass or opt out. If you decide to pass all the tasks, it’s perfectly okay; if you decide to perform all the tasks that’s perfectly okay too.

**Experimenter to Touchee** - The same is true for you. You are going to know exactly where you are going to be touched. If you wish to opt out of that at any point, let us know and that’s perfectly okay. So the same applies to each of you.

**Experimenter to both Toucher and Touchee** - I also want to note that there may be cases where only one of you is going to opt out. There’s no need to feel uncomfortable when that happens because there may be reasons that you are not aware of. For example, someone’s arm may be hurt. Do either of you have any questions regarding the study at this point?

Script conveyed before each trial for all 24 touch zones:

**Experimenter to Toucher** - You will be locating this image (show flash card indicating target image, Figure 5.1b) by touching this touch sensor (show flash card indicating touch zone location, Figure 5.1a).

**Experimenter to Touchee** - Your partner will be touching you at this location (show touchee the target touch zone flash card, Figure 5.1a).
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Experimenter to Toucher and Touchee - Would either of you like to opt-out?

If an opt-out occurred, the corresponding touch task did not take place. The experimenter asked the person who opted out to indicate on his or her questionnaire the reason for the opt-out. The partner was asked to indicate on his/her questionnaire if he/she would have opted-out if his/her partner did not.

This opt-out measure was an important component in the ethics clearance for this experiment, as it allowed participants not to complete the task. It also constituted our main dependent variable: if participants were too uncomfortable being touched or touching that location of the body, we expected them to opt-out of touching that touch zone. We expected both touchers and touchees to opt-out of only two zones: the left and right upper chest areas. We only expected this result to occur when females were wearing the interactive shirt, with no effect of same sex or mixed sex composition of the pair.

5.6 Opt-outs from Recruitment Pre-Screening

Another component of the opt-out option was observed in the pre-screening of participants during recruitment. During the recruitment process, individuals were informed that they would be participating in a Human Computer Interaction Study and that they will be performing a series of simple touch tasks on Digital Clothing. They were also notified that in this study, male and female participants (aged 18-30) will be paired up and asked to find a digital image on the other participant’s body. During this task, each participant will be involved in touching a female and a male participant or will be touched by either a female or male participant. Upon completion,
subjects will be asked to fill out short questionnaires regarding their comfort level of being touched at different parts of his/her body or touching another person’s body parts. Based on the information given to the potential participants for the study, people were able to choose whether or not they would feel comfortable taking part in the study; those who did not feel comfortable with the study chose not to become a participant.

5.7 Questionnaire

We also asked both touchees and the touchers to fill out a simple questionnaire rating their comfort levels after each trial. We asked touchers to rate how comfortable they felt touching the other person in the indicated location. Touchees were asked to rate how comfortable they felt in being touched in that location. In the case of an opt-out, the value for the comfortable level was substituted with a zero value. The questionnaire was structured using a 5-point Likert scale with an opt-out indicated as a 0 (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree), and gauged agreement with a positive statement on the level of comfort of a touch.

5.8 Heart Rate

The heart rate, in beats per minute (bpm), was recorded for the touchee for each session. Only the heart rate of the touchee was recorded due to limitations of the heart rate recording hardware; the heart rate interface board that was used in the experiment was able to pick up data from only one heart rate strap without interference. Since the toucher and touchee were standing in close proximity to one another to perform the touch tasks, only one heart rate strap could be used during the study.
During the experiment, the assistant experimenter recorded markers in the heart rate data indicating when touching started and when the touching ended. The touching at each zone lasted anywhere from approximately 8 seconds to 50 seconds, depending on how long it took the toucher to locate the targeted image on the Lumalive display.
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Results

We first present results for the number of opt-outs for touchees and touchers, after which we discuss comfort levels, heart rate statistics, and observations from the experimental sessions.

6.0.1 Opting Out of Touching or Being Touched

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the results for the main dependent variable, the number of opt-outs by touchees and touchers, per touch zone location. A total of 5 opt-outs were recorded for touchees, and 4 for touchers. To ease analysis, we concatenated results for touch zones on the arms into a single zone, evaluating the effect of touch zone location on opt-outs separately for the front and the back of the shirt. We used a related samples k-sample non-parametric Cochran’s Q test to test effects of location on our binary opt-out variable.

6.0.2 Touchee Opt-Outs

Figure 6.1 shows the number of opt-outs from touchees per touch zone.

In total there were 24 touchees (14 females and 10 males) involved in the study.
The front right upper chest received a total of 3 opt-outs of the 24 possible opt-out opportunities (the opt-outs occurred 1/8 of time). The front left upper chest received a total of 2 opt-outs of the 24 possible opt-outs (the opt-outs occurred 1/12 of the time).
We found a significant effect of touch zone location on opt-outs on the front of the shirt (Cochran’s $Q(3)=15.0$, $p<0.05$). There were no opt-outs on the back of the shirt, rendering the effect of back touch zone location on touchee opt-outs not significant. In the front, opt-outs only occurred for two touch zones: the left and right upper chest area. These opt-outs only occurred when females were wearing the shirt.

6.0.3 Toucher Opt-Outs

Figure 6.2 shows the number of opt-outs from touchers per touch zone.

In total there were 24 touchers (12 females and 12 males) involved in the study. The front right upper chest received a total of 1 opt-out of the 24 possible opt-out opportunities (the opt-outs occurred 1/24 of the time). The front left upper chest received a total of 2 opt-outs of the 24 possible opt-out opportunities (the opt-outs occurred 1/12 of the time). The back right lower back received 1 opt-out of the 24 possible opt-outs (the opt-outs occurred 1/24 of the time).

We found a significant effect of touch zone location on opt-outs on the front of the shirt (Cochran’s $Q(3)=9.0$, $p<0.05$). While one opt-out occurred on one of the lower back touch zones, we found no significant effect of back touch zone location on toucher opt-outs (Cochran’s $Q(3)=3.0$, n.s.). In the front, opt-outs again only occurred for two touch zones: the left and right upper chest area. These opt-outs again only occurred when females were wearing the shirt. Differences between toucher and touchee opt-outs were not significant for any of the zones (Kruskal-Wallis $H(1)=1.0$, n.s.).
6.0.4 Effects of Gender on Opt-outs

To evaluate the effect of gender on opt-outs, we used one-tailed $\chi^2$ tests of independence between male and female groups. Given that only the front upper chest received opt-outs, we tested the effect of gender only in this area, concatenating results for the left and right touch zones. We found a significant effect of gender of the touchee on opt-outs for the front upper chest area ($\chi^2(1)=3.99$, p<0.05). We did not find a significant effect of gender of the toucher on opt-outs for the front upper chest area ($\chi^2(1)=0.36$, n.s.), and also not for the lower back ($\chi^2(1)=1.02$, n.s.). We found no significant effects of pair composition (male-female, female-male, or same gender) on opt-outs for the front upper chest, for touchers ($\chi^2(1)=0.745$, n.s.) or touchees ($\chi^2(1)=0.243$, n.s.).

6.0.5 Observations on Opt-Outs

In one situation, the female toucher opted out for the front left upper chest (which was touched first) but did not opt-out for the front right upper chest (touched second). In that session, she rated the front right upper chest with a low 2 on the scale of comfort. In another situation, the male toucher opted out for the front left upper chest (which was also touched first). The female touchee in this session would not have opted out for this touch zone - however, later in the session, the female touchee opted out of the front right upper chest (the male toucher opted out of this touch zone as well). During this front right upper chest opt-out, it appeared that they were making a silent negotiation with each other regarding the opt-out. For the opt-out at the back right lower back, the male toucher opted out of this region after he had already touched the left lower back. He stated in his questionnaire, “the area felt too soft.” In all
the opt-outs except one, the corresponding partners would have performed the touch task at the opted-out touch zones if their partners did not choose to opt-out.

### 6.0.6 Opt-outs from Participant Recruitment Pre-Screening

There was a total of 5 individuals who inquired about the study but chose not to take part in it after being informed about the details of the experiment. Of these 5 individuals, 4 were male and 1 was female. The female indicated that she was not comfortable taking part in the study. Three of the males also indicated that they were not comfortable with the touch tasks involved in the study. Among these three males, one of them, a graduate student who teaches courses at the university, stated his concern that the may be paired up with an individual who he might end up teaching in the future. He stated that regardless of the other participant’s feelings when the task is being performed, they may later feel badly about it afterward. He thought that there is a high possibility of this occurring and that the touch tasks could lead to awkward future relationships for both the participants. Although he was not opposed to any of the interactions involved in the study, he was uncertain of the consequences that may result from the study. The fourth male who did not take part in the study after inquiring about it stated that he the monetary incentive was not enough for him.

### 6.1 Comfort Ratings

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the results for the minimum, median, and maximum comfort ratings by touchees and touchers, per touch zone location, as conveyed in the questionnaire. Comfort ratings for opt-outs were classified as 0 ratings, but note that
classifying them as 1 ratings produced the same result. All the touch zones for both the touchees and touchers received maximum comfort ratings of 5 (out of 5) and high median comfort ratings of 4 and above.

6.1.1 Touchee Comfort Ratings

Figure 6.3 shows the minimum, median, and maximum comfort ratings by touchees per touch zone.

For the touchees, the front abdomen areas and the upper chest areas received the lowest minimum comfort ratings. The upper chest areas received opt-outs (as indicated by the zeros) but the lowest comfort rating given to the upper chest area when a participant did not opt-out was 2. Similarly, the front abdomen areas received low minimum comfort ratings of 2. The upper arm areas (on both the front and the back), elbow areas (except the back right elbow area), and the lower back areas
received medium minimum comfort ratings of 3. The rest of the touch zones received high minimum comfort ratings of 4.

We found a significant effect of touch zone location on comfort ratings for the front of the shirt ($\chi^2(11)=49.69$, $p<0.01$). We also found a significant effect of touch zone location on comfort ratings on the back of the shirt ($\chi^2(11)=47.13$, $p<0.01$).

Since there is no obvious test for pairwise comparisons in related non-parametric data, we performed two two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests on the apparent outliers, upper chest and lower abdomen on the front, and one on the lower back data, against the average comfort ratings for the remaining touch zones on the respective side of the shirt, again averaging left and right zones. P-values were Bonferroni-corrected for the front of the shirt to account for multiple draws. We found a significant difference between the upper chest zone and the average of the other touch zones.
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on the front of the shirt (including lower abdomen) ($Z=-2.99$, $p<0.01$). We found a significant difference between the lower abdomen zones and the average of the other touch zones on the front of the shirt (including upper chest) ($Z=-2.33$, $p<0.05$). We also found a significant difference between the lower back zones and the average of the other touch zones on the back of the shirt ($Z=-2.91$, $p<0.01$).

6.1.2 Toucher Comfort Ratings

Figure 6.4 shows the minimum, median, and maximum comfort ratings by touchers per touch zone.

For the *touchers*, the upper chest areas and right lower back areas received opt-outs, as well as the lowest minimum comfort ratings of 2 for participants that did not opt-out of this touch task. The back right shoulder, back right lower arm, back left lower back, and front left abdomen touch zones received low minimum comfort ratings of 2. The front shoulders, front upper arms, front left elbow area, front right abdomen, and front left lower arm touch zones received medium minimum comfort ratings of 3. On the back, the left shoulder, left upper back, right upper arm, elbow areas, and left lower arm touch zones also received medium minimum comfort ratings of 3. The rest of the touch zones received high minimum comfort ratings of 4.

We found a significant effect of touch zone location on comfort ratings for the front of the shirt (Friedmans $\chi^2(11)=41.80$, $p<0.01$). We also found a significant effect of touch zone location on comfort ratings on the back of the shirt (Friedmans $\chi^2(11)=41.15$, $p<0.01$).

To perform pairwise comparisons we followed the same procedure as for touchees. We found a significant difference between the upper chest zone and the average of the
other touch zones on the front of the shirt (including the lower abdomen) \((Z=3.00, p<0.01)\). Differences between the lower abdomen zones and the average of the other touch zones on the front of the shirt (including the upper chest) were not significant \((Z=1.66, \text{n.s.})\). We did find a significant difference between the lower back zones and the average of the other touch zones on the back of the shirt \((Z=-3.18, p<0.001)\). Differences between toucher and touchee comfort ratings were significant for the back lower arm \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis} H(1)=5.16, p<0.05)\), back shoulder \((H(1)=5.68, p<0.05)\), upper back \((H(1)=4.37, p<0.05)\) and front lower arm \((H(1)=4.48, p<0.05)\) only.

### 6.1.3 Effects of Gender on Comfort Ratings

To evaluate the effect of gender on comfort ratings, we used one-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests between male and female groups. We only evaluated the front upper chest area, concatenating results for the left and right touch zones. For the front upper chest area, we found no significant effect of gender of the touchees \((U(1)=37.5, \text{n.s.})\), nor of gender of the touchers \((U(1)=37.0, \text{n.s.})\). We found no significant effect of pair composition (male-female, female-male, or same gender) on comfort ratings in the front or back of the shirt, except when the toucher was a female: with a significant effect of pair composition on comfort ratings for the upper chest \((U(1)=37.0, p<0.05)\), front abdomen \((U(1)=35.0, p<0.05)\), and lower back \((U(1)=28.0, p<0.05)\).

### 6.1.4 Observations on Front vs. Back Touching

From the comments in the questionnaires, there were mixed feelings regarding whether it was more comfortable for the toucher to perform the touch tasks on the front of the shirt than on the back. Some touchers stated that the “back was more comfortable to
touch because it felt more impersonal”. However, some touchers stated the opposite that touching the front was more comfortable because they could make eye contact with the touchee and felt more comfortable approaching their interaction partner when they could see them. Similarly, there were also mixed feelings for the touchees regarding whether they felt more comfortable being touched on the front. A female touchee commented that because she could not see what the male toucher was doing, she rated all the back touch zones a 4 (agree) on the Likert Scale regarding comfort; she rated all the front touch zones a 5 (strongly agree). Furthermore, in another session, a male touchee stated that it was hard to anticipate when a touch would be made, thus making the back less comfortable to touch than the front; this participant, however, rated all touch zones with a 5 (strongly agree). A male and a female touchee both reported that when touched on the back, they “lost their balance as they could not anticipate touches”. In contrast, another male touchee stated that “back touching was more comfortable because that area was less sensitive than the front”. Several participants mentioned the association of touch in this study with massage therapy. For example, a female touchee stated that she “was used to getting massages, so touches that occurred felt good” (on both her right and left upper back areas).

### 6.1.5 Observations on the Tickle Factor

Several touchees (both male and female) reported that when they were touched at certain touch zones, they felt tickled. These touch zones include the upper arms (both front and back), lower back, and upper back.
6.1.6 Observations on Right vs. Left Touch Zones

A female touchee reported that she felt more comfortable being touched on her right side than on her left side. She also noted that “when her male toucher had to reach across her body to access a touch zone, she felt like it was a less friendly gesture.” Two touchers who had to reach across their touchees to access touch zones also stated that “this made them feel awkward”.

6.1.7 Observations on Specific Touch Zones

Both a female toucher and a female touchee stated in her questionnaires that areas with softer body tissue were more uncomfortable to touch. Both these participants also reported that “more solid areas (such as the elbow, lower arm, and shoulder areas) were more comfortable for touch”. A female and a male toucher noted that the “higher the touch zone is, the easier it was for them to access”. In general, participants stated that the shoulder and upper arm are natural, friendly, and optimal locations to place touch sensors. Also, several female touchees noted that the upper chest and lower back sensors were too close to private areas of the body.

6.1.8 Other Observations

During one of the trials in which a male was performing the touch tasks on a female wearing the interactive shirt, the experimenter noticed that the male toucher displayed physiological signs of nervousness. This was particularly prominent when the male was asked to locate the target image on the female’s upper chest. During this touch task, the male toucher appeared to blink more often and his mouth gestures suggested that his mouth was dry. At the end of the session involving this male toucher and
female touchee, they commented that in some cultures, they would already be married based on the touch interactions involved in the experiment.

In another session also involving a male toucher and female touchee, the female wrote in her questionnaire that when the male toucher performed the touch task on her front lower abdomen areas, she felt like he was grabbing her without permission – which made her feel uncomfortable.

Furthermore, one female toucher (who was paired with a female touchee) noted in her questionnaire that for the front abdomen and lower back areas, she felt more comfortable performing the same touch task the second time (on the opposite side of the body). For example, she touched the right abdomen first and when she touched the left abdomen later in the session, she felt more comfortable. This, however, was not reflected in her questionnaire in the comfort rating, as she rating these areas the same on both the left and right sides of the body.

During the pilot study, the experimenter did not instruct the toucher how to press on the shirt touch sensors. The toucher interacted with the touch sensors by using one finger and the touchee commented that using one finger felt like he was being poked/point at (and was thus felt slightly offended). As a result, for the actual study, the toucher was instructed to press on the touch sensors with even pressure using his or her index, middle, and ring fingers.

Lastly, as the shirts fitted individuals differently due to differing body shapes and sizes, it is worth noting that for petite size females who wore the smallest interactive shirt available (in a uni-sex size medium), the touch sensors were closer to their actual breast area than females who wore the shirt and were less petite in size.
6.2  Heart Rate

The raw heart rate data was filtered for noise; heart rate values below 40 and above 170 bpm were removed from the data sets.

A baseline was established at the beginning of each session before any touching started. This baseline was calculated using heart rate values from a 20 second interval taken 60 seconds before the first touch occurred. An average of the heart rate values was calculated for each touch zone. This average was calculated using the heart rate values recorded from when the touch started to when the touch ended. The heart rate was not recorded when a participant chose to opt out of the task. The average change in heart rate was calculated by subtracting the baseline from the average heart rate for each touch zone.

Figures 6.5 to 6.8 show the average change in the heart rate (bpm) for each touch zone when a female was touched by a female (Figure 6.5), a female was touched by a male (Figure 6.6), a male was touched by a female (Figure 6.7), and when a male was touched by a male (Figure 6.8). In each of these four graphs, the corresponding touch zones are:
Heart rates during touch events were significantly lower on the front than at the back of the shirt ($F(1,15)=6.1$, $p<0.05$). In the front, a single planned comparison showed a significantly lower heart rate for the upper chest area than the combined arm areas ($t(20)=-2.3$, $p<0.05$, two-tailed).

### 6.2.1 Observations on Heart Rate

During a trial which involved a female touchee and a male toucher, we noticed that the female touchee’s heart rate increased before the actual touch task occurred (e.g. when the touchee was told that the toucher can proceed with the task). However, we noticed that the female’s heart rate decreased once the toucher actually touched her.
6.2. HEART RATE

Figure 6.5: Average Heart Rate Change (bpm) for each Touch Zone (Female touching Female)

Figure 6.6: Average Heart Rate Change (bpm) for each Touch Zone (Female touching Male)
Figure 6.7: Average Heart Rate Change (bpm) for each Touch Zone (Male touching Female)

Figure 6.8: Average Heart Rate Change (bpm) for each Touch Zone (Male touching Male)
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Discussion

Our hypotheses were largely confirmed. We found significant differences in opt-outs between touch zones, on the front of the shirt, regardless of whether the participant was a toucher or touchee. Although we did find one male opting out of touching another male on the lower back, differences for opt-outs were not significant between back touch zones. Opt-outs in the front only occurred if the wearer was a female and only in the upper chest area. This is not a surprising finding as this zone is considered private within the culture of study [45]. We observed at least one instance in which the opt-out decision by one member of the pair influenced the opt-out decision of the other person, presumably to avoid embarrassment for the other person. As such, it appeared that comfort ratings were less socially disruptive than opt-outs in the interaction between participants, as they could be provided in private.

7.0.2 Comfort Ratings

Findings for comfort ratings were more sensitive to nuances in social touch experience, and again largely confirmed our hypotheses. We found significant differences between touch zones not just on the front, but, somewhat surprisingly, also on the back of
the shirt. On the front, the upper chest and lower abdominal zones were the clear outliers in comfort ratings. We believe the lower abdominal regions were considered more private due to the privacy of the areas right below these regions. Furthermore, according to Hutchinson et al. [25] and Jourard [26], the abdomen region is the least frequently used body part in physical contact, even amongst friends. On the back, the lower back region was the outlier. Participants' comments appeared to indicate hygienic motives for its low rating, but we do not rule out that the privacy of the body part right below this area had an effect. Although we found some significant but small differences between touchers and touchees for a selection of locations, comments suggest that these were due to a differential assessment of the physical awkwardness of touching in those locations. Somewhat surprisingly, we also found no gender differences in overall comfort ratings. While from opt-outs scores it is apparent that the upper chest areas are considerably more private for female than for male touchees, our findings are in line with Jourard’s observations that males generally consider their upper chest as a private as well. This may also explain our one significant finding in terms of gender pairing: female touchers rated touching a male touchee in less comfortable zones considerably higher than male touchers.

7.0.3 Heart Rate

Figure 7.1 shows areas to be avoided and embraced for touch sensor placement. Overall, heart rates appeared lower for red zones in Figure 7.1 than for green zones, a finding that was confirmed between front upper chest (uncomfortable) and front arm (comfortable) zones. This suggests that social touch in less comfortable touch zones has a greater calming effect. We believe that heart rates were significantly lower in
the front because it included the most uncomfortable area: the upper chest. Our results are consistent with Drescher et al.’s findings [18]. In their experiment, heart rate deceleration was not influenced by the sex of the experimenter nor by participant’s expectations of the touch. Instead, they suggested that a cardiac deceleration response to touch is a congenital reflex that originates in maternal bonding processes. In our study, the extent of deceleration does appear to be influenced by the comfort rating of the touch zone.

7.0.4 Design Recommendations

Our study provides some clear guidelines as to the social appropriateness of the placement of touch sensors on interactive e-textile clothing. As for inappropriate placements, perhaps the most interesting finding is that the upper frontal chest area should not just be avoided in females, but also in males. From a technical point of
view, placement of sensors right next to the display in the lower frontal abdominal region would have been ideal. However, results strongly suggest this area should be avoided for touch sensors. The same holds for sensor placement right next to the display on the lower back, which should be avoided as well. The most appropriate areas for sensor placement, then, are on the arms and shoulders, as indicated in Figure 7.1 by the green zones, as well as the upper back. We modified our interactive Lumalive shirt design to incorporate these findings.

7.1 Limitations of Our Findings

We should note that the study presented in this thesis did not vary the placement of the display apart from front to back. Our results therefore do not extend to, and may be influenced by, display placement. Additionally, we did not investigate the placement of touch sensors on the display itself. As the Lumalive display resembles a thin and lightweight pillow, the placement of touch sensors on the display directly could potentially produce different results in comfort ratings for both the touchers and touchees. During our study, touchees wore a shirt that was meant to feel like a second skin (e.g. the shirt was supposed to be skin-tight). This allowed us to test touch interactions that mimicked a toucher touching a touchee’s skin. If touch sensors were placed directly on the Lumalive display, the toucher would not feel as though he or she is directly touching the touchee’s body. As we wanted to maintain consistency among all touch zones and not obstruct the display, we did not place any touch sensors on the flexible display. We do, however, envision that touchers may feel more comfortable touching a display as opposed to directly touching the touchee’s body. Similarly, it is likely that the touchee may feel more comfortable being touched
on touch sensor with padding. These results would need to be confirmed in a future study.

We should also note that our recommendations are with regards to some generic application of e-textile garments, and do not generalize to, for example, artistic applications. In fact, the context and environment that the touch interactions take place in may vary the results that were reported in this thesis. We conducted our study in a laboratory setting in which only the toucher, touchee, experimenter and experiment assistant were present. As the main task in the study involved touching, the participants may have felt more inclined to touch someone or be touched by someone than if they were in a different setting (e.g. people would be less inclined to touch someone or feel comfortable being touch by someone in an office workplace). Additionally, the presence of others may affect comfort ratings and whether participants would opt-out of certain touch tasks. For example, if the participant’s parents or significant others were present in the room, the participants may feel less comfortable with the touch tasks. The presence of friends may also be a factor affecting opt-outs and comfort ratings for participants – for example, a participant may feel pressured by friends to perform or not perform a touch task.

Our research is also limited by being conducted within the context of a largely non-contact culture [39]. Although our participants came from many cultural backgrounds, the experiment was restricted to Canada only. Also our results may have been different had participants not been strangers. Strangers were chosen to maintain consistency among the touchee and toucher relationships.

Our results are furthermore limited by the fact that the sample was largely based on a student population - meaning results could be different for different age groups.
Chapter 8

TagURIte: A Proximity-based Game of Tag Using Lumalive e-Textile Displays

This chapter serves as an application of the work presented in the previous chapters.

8.1 TagURIte, An Application for Interactive E-Textile Displays

We present an electronic game of tag that uses proximity sensing and Lumalive displays on garments. In our game of tag, each player physically represents a location-tagged Universal Resource Indicator (URI). The URIs, one chaser and two target players, wear touch-sensitive Lumalive display shirts. The goal of the game is for the chaser to capture a token displayed on one of the Lumalive shirts, by pressing a touch sensor located on the shirt. When the chaser is in close proximity to the token player, the token jumps to the shirt of the second closest player, making this children’s game more challenging for adult players. Our system demonstrates the use of interactive e-textile displays to remove the technological barrier between contact and proximity in the real world, and the seamless representation of gaming information from the virtual world in the real world.
8.2 Introduction

E-textiles potentially provide a great medium for social interactions in a public setting. Wearable computing provides a platform for conveying emotions, exchanging information, displaying information, and for role-playing games. With this in mind, we developed a game of tag to demonstrate the use of wearable computing for displaying and exchanging information in a social environment. In this chapter, we present TagURIt, a dynamical game of tag in which players physically represent a Universal Resource Indicator tagged with real-time location information (see Figure 8.1). Each player in this game wears a high resolution Lumalive textile display embedded in a shirt. The display is powered by a small wearable Bluetooth Arduino computer that has a number of sensors allowing the TagURIt system to track how close the player is to a chaser (the person who is “it”), as well as when the player is touched by the chaser. At the beginning of the game, one player is randomly chosen as the chaser by the system, while the others are designated targets. As the TagURIt system keeps track of the relative distances between chaser and the target URIs, it displays a tag token on the Lumalive display of the target that is second closest to the chaser. When the chaser comes closest to this target player, the token jumps to the Lumalive display on the shirt of the now second closest player, making this a much more challenging game for the chaser. Tag tokens have different points associated with them, which vary through time. TagURIt thus augments the traditional game of tag with new strategies that more realistically represent a manhunt scenario, making for a more interesting game for adults to play in social settings.
8.3 Social Gaming

People enjoy playing multi-user games because it is a social activity that is shared by a group of individuals. Engaging in a social game is an exciting opportunity to get to know other people because it is free from the usual cognitive barriers that prevent us both from approaching people and from unveiling ourselves in a non-game environment [37].

While the introduction of online social gaming has allowed users to play against one another without being limited by their geographical location, natural interactions such as behavioral engagement, proximity and touch are not preserved over networks. In recent years, physical proximity-based games have emerged that make use of some
correlate between player location in the real world, as tracked by a cellular phone, and the virtual game world \cite{14, 17, 20, 30, 29, 41}. For example, Falk \cite{20} studies playful misconduct in social games, by allowing cellular phone owners to tag surrounding owners. In Pirates! \cite{20}, users use PDAs to explore their physical environment to fulfill their missions and interact with other players. Pirates! uses proximity sensing and a projection of the game world onto the physical world to conserve the social interaction. Another approach to social gaming is using a more immersive environment where people interact only in a 3D virtual world, e.g., in the MIND-WARPING gaming system \cite{41}. However, none of these games incorporate displays directly integrated into the world of the players, making the virtual game play disjoint from the physical game play, be it on a mobile phone or on semi-immersive screens.

Human Pacman \cite{16} was one of the first games to allow for physical contact in the real world to represent virtual contact in the game world. It also directly integrated display into the users environment. In this game, humans physically role-played the characters of the Pacman and Ghosts. During game play, the Pacman player devoured the virtual target by tapping on the physical targets shoulder. Also, to obtain a virtual magic cookie, the Pacman player had to physically pick up a treasure box with an embedded Bluetooth device. To allow the real and virtual worlds to fuse, however, the Human Pacman system required an augmented reality goggle to be worn by the chaser. We were interested in exploring how we could remove the technological barrier between contact and proximity in the real world, and the seamless representation of gaming information from the virtual world in that real world, through the use of e-textile displays.
Although considerable work has been done in the area of wearable computing, currently there are no interactive garments available that allow for a display of sufficient resolution to display symbolic or graphic information at any level of realism within a game. Additionally, current high-resolution electronic garments are unable to detect and respond to its proximity to another electronic garment.

8.4 TagURIt: A Proximity Based Tag Game with Lumalive Displays

In order to address both the issue of merging virtual and physical game worlds, and developing more interactivity into wearable e-textile displays, we developed an electronic version the game of tag. Tag is chasing other players in an attempt to tag or touch them (usually with their hands).

In our modified version of the game of tag, a chaser (the player who is it), is required to obtain a token from one of the two individuals (players) who are wearing interactive and proximity sensing Lumalive shirts (see Figure 8.1). In order to obtain one of the tokens (see Figure 8.2 for an example of a token), the chaser needs to press on one of the touch sensors (also is displayed on his/her shirt). The token can jump back and forth between the two players based on the proximity of the player to the chaser - that is, when the chaser gets closest to the target player (who has the token displayed on her shirt), this token will jump to a player who is the next furthest away from the chaser.

The game ends when the chaser touches one of the touch sensors on the player with the token. Two different Super Mario Brothers themed tokens can be captured: a goomba and a boo (Figure 8.2). We programmed the boo to appear less frequently than the goomba on the Lumalive display of a target. Obtaining the boo results in
20 bonus points for the chaser, 10 for the target while obtaining the goomba results in 10 bonus points for the chaser, and 20 for the target.

Additionally, as an incentive for the target players to try to hold onto their token longer (that is, to prevent it from jumping to the other player in the game), the longer the target player holds onto the token, the more points he/she accumulates for him/herself. The targets score is incremented by 1 point for each second he/she has possession of the token. The inverse happens for the chaser: he/she starts out with 150 points, with one point subtracted for every two seconds. While targets can theoretically collect 300 points in a 5 minute game, the token is likely to distribute these points evenly between two targets, putting each at an average of 150 points after 5 minutes.

Depending on which touch sensor is pressed to obtain the token, the chaser may receive a bonus multiplier to allow him/her to achieve a 300 point score as well. If the chaser presses on one of the shoulder touch sensors to capture the token, the chaser receives no bonus. Since the lower arm touch sensor is harder to reach (as the players
can protect that area), pressing on an arm touch sensor allows the chaser to receive a 2x multiplication of his/her points. Each game lasts for 5 minutes, or until the chaser captures a token, whichever comes first.

8.5 Touch Sensing

In our implementation of an interactive Lumalive shirt, we used conductive fabric (pure copper polyester taffeta) patches to create soft touch sensors (see Figure 8.3). To make these soft sensors, we used two layers of conductive fabric that are slightly separated from each other. When pressure is applied to the top conductive fabric layer, the circuit is closed, allowing electricity to flow. The touch sensors were wired to a Lilypad Arduino using mini alligator prototyping clips. The touch sensors were placed on the shoulders and lower arm areas since the results from Chapter 7 suggest that these regions are most appropriate for sensor placement. A touch press prompts the Lilypad XBee to send a signal to the Philips Lumalive control unit for a Game Over.

8.6 Location Tracking

We developed a radio frequency (RF) received signal strength (RSSI) based solution that allows tracking of relative distances between all of the players. This was done using Lilypad XBees that are connected to the Lilypad Arduinos (see Figure 8.4). Each Lilypad XBee measures the signal strength to the other Lilypad XBees. When the chaser approaches a target player (and if their RSSI value crosses a predetermined threshold value), the Lilypad Arduino will send a signal to the Lumalive remote control. This causes what is shown on the target players’ Lumalive screen to change.
For a complete of the system architecture for TagURIt, please refer to Figure 8.5.

8.7 Evaluation

To evaluate TagURIt, we held a hands-on demonstration of the system at the 2011 ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI). The demonstrator wore the chaser shirt and the target player shirts were fitted on mannequins. This allowed us to demonstrate the proximity and touch capabilities of the shirts. We received positive feedback regarding our system and our game. Participants mentioned that it was an interesting application to wearable computing and were interested in
whether or not we created the display ourselves. Since we used the Lumalive display in our implementation of TagURIIt, participants also wondered how much it would cost to develop our system. To create a full implementation of TagURIIt with 3 shirts in total (2 target player shirts and 1 chaser shirt), it would cost approximately $6000. Other participants asked about the available applications to the technology used in TagURIIt and we explained that in the near future, we anticipate that interactive garments will become as popular as smartphones. As such, TagURIIt is an early prototype of an example of interactive garments. Though TagURIIt is focused primarily on a game, the technology used in the system can be used in a variety of applications.

Figure 8.4: Interactive Lumalive Shirt with Touch Sensors (Back)
such as other games, entertainment, location-tracking of individuals (e.g. finding a friend based on the color or directions on your shirt), and social networking (e.g. when you get close to another person at a conference and shake his/her hand, contact information is exchanged, displayed, and stored in the smart garment). Lastly, participants also commented that they think that children in particular would be interested in this sort of system.

From the feedback received at CHI, we learned that there is a potential market for interactive garments, particularly for children. Perhaps it would be best to create games involving interactive garments focused on young children. This would first require the cost of the system to decrease, which we anticipate will occur in the
near future, as flexible high-resolution displays and other required technology used in the TagURIt shirts become more readily available in the consumer market. Games like TagURIt would require a plug-and-play interface to allow users of all ages to be able to setup their game easily. Also, the shirts used in TagURIt would need to be created more robust (especially if children are going to be wearing them), as we restricted participants from actually wearing the shirts, due to the delicate nature of the prototypes. From the positive feedback of TagURIt, we also confirmed that individuals have a general interest in wearable computing and that they would actually be interested in playing the game. This provides confirmation that individuals would be comfortable being touched on their shoulders and lower arm areas in a gaming scenario.

8.8 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an implementation of an interactive Lumalive shirt that allows for proximity sensing. This technology was demonstrated using a modified game of tag in which the goal of the game is for the person who is it (the chaser) to capture a token. The token is obtained by pressing on a touch sensor of the player who has the token displayed on his/her shirt. Our proximity-based game of tag with Lumalive displays is social activity that is built on mobility, physical actions, and the real world as a playground. While this game only lists one chaser and two additional players, the game can be expanded to include more chasers and players for a more immersive and engaging experience. We believe that our game of tag is a novel experience in the new hybrid field of physical, social, mobile gaming, and e-textiles that is built on ubiquitous computing and networking technology.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Future Work

Based on the limitations of our study (Chapter 7), future research would need to be conducted to further investigate the placement of touch sensors on e-textile garments. As the display was only placed on the touchee’s front abdomen and lower back in our study, the location of the display could potentially alter the results found in our study. Also, touch sensors were not placed directly on the display; placing touch sensors directly on the display could also affect comfort ratings and the frequency of opt-outs. As such, future studies should be conducted to test the location of the display and the placement of touch sensors on the Lumalive directly.

As the study was conducted in a laboratory setting, it would be worthwhile to perform this same experiment in different environments (such as an office workplace, nightclub/bar, home, etc). Furthermore, the study was conducted with only the toucher, touchee, experimenter, and experiment assistant present. Future studies could investigate whether the presence of others (strangers, significant others, family members, friends, colleagues, etc) would affect comfort ratings and the frequency of
opt-outs.

During this study, due to limitations of the hardware, we were only able to track the heart rate of the touchee. It would be beneficial to track the toucher’s heart rate during the session in future experiments. It would also be interesting to analyze the heart rate of both the toucher and touchee during opt-outs, as this data was not used in the analysis of our study.

Since our study was limited to only individuals recruited from a university (aged 18-30), future work needs to be done to investigate whether conducting the study on individuals of different age groups would produce different results. From the evaluation of TagURIt, it is evident that children would be interested in wearing interactive shirts (e.g. for gaming purposes). Thus, it would be particularly useful to conduct this experiment on children. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to conduct this study on elderly individuals for the purpose of a medical interactive shirt.

Furthermore, while this study did involve individuals of varying cultural backgrounds, it was restricted to only Canadians. In order to create interactive shirts that would be used world-wide, it is important to investigate the placement of touch sensors on e-textiles garments in different countries. Future studies would need to be conducted in a manner that is sensitive to cultural differences in social touch behaviour.

9.2 Conclusions

In this thesis, we discussed the design of an e-textile shirt with an interactive Lumalive display featuring a touch-controlled image browser. To determine where to place
touch sensors, we investigated which areas of the Lumalive shirt users would be comfortable touching or being touched. Results show significant differences in opt-outs between touch zones on the front of the shirt. For both touchers and touchees, opt-outs occurred mostly in the upper chest touch zones. We also found significant differences in comfort ratings between touch zones on the front areas, as well as on the back of the shirt. On the front, the upper chest and lower abdominal zones were the least comfortable touch zones. On the back, the lower back was the least comfortable touch zone. We found no gender effects on overall comfort ratings, suggesting the upper chest area, in particular, was equally uncomfortable to males as it was to females. Our physiological measures suggests that touching less comfortable areas has a significantly greater calming effect on heart rate than touching more comfortable areas. Overall, our results suggest that participants were less comfortable with touches on the upper chest, the lower abdomen, and the lower back. We conclude that the most appropriate areas for touch sensors on a shirt are on the arms and shoulders, as well as on the upper back.
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Appendix B

Questionnaires

This section provides the questionnaires that were given to the participants in the study. The touchees completed the questionnaire titled "Hands On: A Usability Study for Clothing Computers Questionnaire for Person Being Touched". The touchers completed the questionnaire titled "Hands On: A Usability Study for Clothing Computers Questionnaire for Person Performing the Touches".

In every question in both of the questionnaires, the experimenter filled in the touch zone location on the blank line. For example, for the questionnaires completed by the touchees, question (1) would read: I felt comfortable being touched on the front left upper back (Circle a number below). This was necessary because the order of the touch zones were randomized before each experiment session.
Subject:

Date: __________________ (DD/MM/YYYY)

Gender:   M   F

Gender of interaction partner (person who is touching you):   M   F

Sexual Orientation:  _________________  I choose to not disclose this info

Would you consider your partner a stranger?   Y   N

If no, please indicate your relationship to this person:

_____________________________________________

Photo Finding Task

For the following questions, you will be asked to provide a number to rate how comfortable an experience felt for you. The rating scale is as follows:

1 = Strongly disagree  
2 = Disagree  
3 = Neutral  
4 = Agree  
5 = Strongly agree

If you or your partner chose to opt out of any task, circle N/A for the corresponding question.

For reference to the body parts, please refer to the body map provided to you.

1) I felt comfortable being touched on the _______________  (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree        2          3          4          5          N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:
2) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |

strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

3) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |

strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

4) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |

strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

5) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |

strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

6) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)
7) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  1  2  3  4  strongly agree  5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

8) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  1  2  3  4  strongly agree  5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

9) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  1  2  3  4  strongly agree  5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

10) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)
Strongly disagree  2  3  4  strongly agree  
1               5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

11) I felt comfortable being touched on the ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  2  3  4  strongly agree  
1               5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

12) I felt comfortable being touched on the ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  2  3  4  strongly agree  
1               5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

13) I felt comfortable being touched on the ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  2  3  4  strongly agree  
1               5  N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

14) I felt comfortable being touched on the ______________ (Circle a number below)
Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

15) I felt comfortable being touched on the _____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

16) I felt comfortable being touched on the _____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

17) I felt comfortable being touched on the _____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

18) I felt comfortable being touched on the _____________ (Circle a number below)
19) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

20) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

21) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 strongly agree

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

22) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)
Strongly disagree  strongly agree
   1     2     3     4     5     N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

23) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  strongly agree
   1     2     3     4     5     N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

24) I felt comfortable being touched on the ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  strongly agree
   1     2     3     4     5     N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

________________________________________________________________________________________

Is there anything else you would like to share with us?
Hands On: A Usability Study For Clothing Computers

Questionnaire for Person Performing the Touches

Subject:

Date: __________________ (DD/MM/YYYY)

Gender: M F

Gender of interaction partner (person you are touching): M F

Sexual Orientation: __________________ I choose to not disclose this info

Would you consider your partner a stranger? Y N

If no, please indicate your relationship to this person:

_________________________________________________________

Photo Finding Task

For the following questions, you will be asked to provide a number to rate how much you agree or disagree on a statement. The rating scale is as follows:

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Neutral
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly agree

If you or your partner chose to opt out of any task, circle N/A for the corresponding question.

For reference to the body parts, please refer to the body map provided to you.

_________________________________________________________

1) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree  
1  2  3  4  5  N/A

strongly agree
2) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her __________ (Circle a number below)

   Strongly disagree                  strongly agree
   1                                2                                3                                4                                5                                N/A

   Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

   Strongly disagree                  strongly agree
   1                                2                                3                                4                                5                                N/A

4) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

   Strongly disagree                  strongly agree
   1                                2                                3                                4                                5                                N/A

   Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

   Strongly disagree                  strongly agree
   1                                2                                3                                4                                5                                N/A

6) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

   Strongly disagree                  strongly agree
   1                                2                                3                                4                                5                                N/A

   Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:
7) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

8) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

9) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

11) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

12) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

| Strongly disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |
Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

13) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

14) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

15) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

16) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

17) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
18) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

20) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

21) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

22) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

| Strongly disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |
Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

23) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her _____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

24) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her _____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

25) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her _____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

26) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her _____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:
27) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

28) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

29) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

30) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

31) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
32) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

33) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

35) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

36) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

---------------------------------------------------------------

37) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her __________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

---------------------------------------------------------------

38) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her __________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

---------------------------------------------------------------

39) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her __________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

---------------------------------------------------------------

40) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her __________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:
41) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

42) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

43) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

44) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

45) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ____________ (Circle a number below)

| Strongly disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | N/A |
46) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

47) I found it difficult to touch my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

48) I felt comfortable touching my partner on his/her ______________ (Circle a number below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please indicate why you felt comfortable or uncomfortable:

Is there anything else you would like to share with us?